Pressure stimulates breast cancer cell adhesion independently of cell cycle and apoptosis regulatory protein (CARP)-1 regulation of focal adhesion kinase.
Pressure stimulates colon cancer adhesion via focal adhesion kinase (FAK). Extracellular pressures reaching 29 mm Hg have been reported in rapidly growing breast cancers, and tumors experience pressure during surgical manipulation. We hypothesized that pressure stimulates breast cancer adhesion and that CARP-1, which influences cancer biology, inhibits FAK, and modulates pressure effects. We compared MDA-MB-468 breast cancer cells under ambient or 15-mm Hg increased pressure. We studied FAK-397 autophosphorylation, which parallels activation, after CARP-1 overexpression, and investigated whether CARP-1 stable overexpression or reduction alters pressure-stimulated adhesion. Pressure increased MDA-MB-468 adhesion 25% (n = 30, P < .05). CARP-1 overexpression inhibited FAK-397 phosphorylation. However, pressure stimulated adhesion equivalently in CARP-1-overexpressing and CARP-1-reduced lines (n = 6, P < .05). Pressure within proliferative tumors or during manipulation may activate breast cancer cells. Thus, inhibiting pressure signaling in rapidly growing breast tumors may be beneficial. CARP-1 does regulate FAK, but CARP-1 modulation does not alter pressure-stimulated adhesion. Targeting CARP-1 is unlikely to manipulate this pathway.